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Abstract 
Quantitative microscopy of pH and metabolite gradients is among the challenges for 
production of scaffold-grown organoids and multi-cellular aggregates. Here, we 
utilized the cellulose-binding domain (CBD) of C. fimi CenA protein for design of 
biosensor scaffolds allowing measurement of pH and Ca2+ gradients in fluorescence 
intensity and lifetime imaging (FLIM) detection modes. By fusing CBD to pH-
sensitive enhanced cyan fluorescent protein (CBD-ECFP) we achieved efficient 
labeling of cellulose-based scaffolds based on nanofibrillar, bacterial cellulose and 
decellularized plant materials. CBD-ECFP bound to the cellulose matrices 
demonstrated pH sensitivity comparable to untagged ECFP (1.9-2.3 ns for pH 6-8), 
making it compatible with FLIM-based analysis of extracellular pH. Using 3D culture 
of human colon cancer cells (HCT116) and adult stem cell-derived mouse intestinal 
organoids, we evaluated the utility of the produced biosensor scaffold. CBD-ECFP 
was sensitive to increases in extracellular acidification, showing drop in 0.2-0.4 pH 
units in response to membrane depolarization by the protonophore FCCP. With the 
intestinal organoid model, we demonstrated multi-parametric imaging by combining 
extracellular acidification (FLIM) with phosphorescent probe-based monitoring of 
cell oxygenation. The described labeling strategy allows for the design of 
extracellular pH-sensitive scaffolds for multi-parametric FLIM assays and their use in 
engineered live cancer and stem cell-derived tissues. Collectively, this research can 
help achieving the controlled bio-fabrication of 3D tissue models with known 
metabolic characteristics. 
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1. Introduction 
Being the most abundant organic polymer on our planet, cellulose is employed in 
tissue engineering, photonics, biosensing and biomaterials research [1]. In tissue 
engineering applications, cellulose displays features of an ideal scaffold material for 
cell and tissue growth, being biocompatible, biodegradable and cost-effective. 
Available in form of cellulose nanocrystals, nanofibrillar and bacterial cellulose and 
complemented by the set of related carbohydrate-based polymers, cellulose is already 
used as the scaffolding and 3D printed material [2-5] for cartilage tissue regeneration 
[6], bone tissue [7], differentiating endothelial cells [8] and wound repair [9]. Diverse 
approaches allow modifying the cellulose-derived scaffolds to improve the cell 
adhesion, biocompatibility and provide the modular scaffold architecture. These 
include: (a) chemical modification with polyethyleneglycole, thiols and other oligo- 
and polymers [3]; (b) use of proteins with cellulose-binding domains [4, 10] and (c) 
biosynthetic modification [11]. Recently, the concept of using decellularized plant 
materials (leaves, petioles) was proposed for animal tissue engineering and production 
of so-called ‘plantimals’[12, 13]. Providing broad choice of physical characteristics 
(porosity, tensile strength) and presence of vascular network, highly compatible with 
further modification with extracellular matrix and other molecules [13], decellularized 
plant materials open new perspectives in animal tissue engineering.  
With the broad variety of already available scaffold materials, modern tissue 
engineering switches its focus to the functional analysis of essential biomarkers and 
the use of scaffolds to direct the development of engineered 3D tissue models and 
organoids [14-16]. In particular, stem cell niche maintained in 3D culture is affected 
by the external and internal cues including physical, chemical and biological factors, 
such as pH, Ca2+, material stiffness, extracellular matrix and others [17]. Many of 
these factors are equally important for tissue engineering in cancer research [18] and 
can be modulated using the scaffolds.  
Extracellular acidification is one of the key biomarkers in cancerous and normal non-
transformed tissues [19]. Being indicative for the glycolytic flux, it can be directly 
used for analysis of cell energy budget, assessing the balance of oxidative 
phosphorylation, glycolysis and other cell energy production pathways [20]. The role 
of extracellular pH has been already appreciated in bone tissue engineering [21], drug 
and growth factor delivery [22] and (re)modeling of extracellular matrix [23]. 
Regulation of extracellular Ca2+ is also of utter importance for most of the tissues in 
the body, especially for signaling at the interface of the extracellular matrix, e.g. by 
stimulating differentiation of goblet cells in gastrointestinal tract [24] and affecting 
cell bioenergetics in neurosecretory cells [25]. 
While monitoring of extracellular pH and Ca2+ was never realized in tissue-
engineered constructs, the variety of small molecule dyes, nanoparticles and 
fluorescent proteins [26] make it possible. Some of these sensor probes allow for 
quantitative measurements, by means of ratiometric intensity-based detection and 
fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) [27]. The latter method is now 
preferred for quantitative measurements allowing for intensity-insensitive calibration 
reporting the absolute values of measured analyte and is also useful for multi-
parametric microscopy assays [28-30]. FLIM-based pH sensing can be performed 
using a number of proteins, such as enhanced cyan fluorescent protein (ECFP) [31], 
pHRed [32], some small molecule dyes [33, 34] and pH-sensitive nanoparticles [35]. 
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The inventory of Ca2+-sensing probes is also comprehensive, ranging from dyes to 
advanced fluorescent proteins, with some of them being sensitive in FLIM [36-39].  
In light of this, it is interesting to see if the cellulose scaffolds for tissue engineering 
can be further modified to become biosensors for extracellular pH and Ca2+, similarly 
to the phosphorescent hybrid biosensing scaffolds [40-42]. While modification of 
cellulose has been already suggested for biosensing with nanocrystals [43], FRET-
based enzyme constructs in wound healing and with gold nanoparticles immobilized 
via antibody [44], only few published studies are practical for imaging-assisted tissue 
engineering [45-47].  
In order to find a simple and efficient way of modifying cellulose with biosensor 
proteins, we looked at the cellulose-binding domain (CBD), known for decades and 
initially described as a tag for affinity purification of proteins [48, 49]. Nearly 200 
protein domains vary in the structure, size (4-20 kDa) and specificity towards binding 
cellulose [50]. Association with cellulose can be reversed by the presence of 
denaturants or competitive elution with cellobiose. In particular, Cellulomonas fimi 
CenA protein fragment [51], was successfully used as affinity tag in bacterial, yeast 
and mammalian expression systems, maintaining solubility and folding of fused 
proteins [50]. Surprisingly, this and related proteins tags, allowing for specific and 
affinity modification of cellulose-based and related scaffolds, were rarely used in 
tissue engineering [4]. 
Here, we investigated the feasibility of combining the cellulose-binding domain with 
fluorescent protein biosensor. Resulting chimeric protein can bind the cellulose and 
produce the hybrid pH or Ca2+-sensing matrices, useful as tissue engineering 
scaffolds. With the help of designed biosensors and FLIM method, we demonstrated 
quantitative pH sensing in the engineered cellulose-based 3D culture of cancer cells 
and the intestinal organoid model and tested it in multi-parametric analysis of cell 
oxygenation.  
 
2. Materials and methods 
2.1. Materials and chemicals 
Antarctic Phosphatase, restriction enzymes Bam HI, Hin dIII-HF, Kpn I, Sma I, T4 
DNA polymerase were from New England Biolabs (Brennan & Co, Dublin, Ireland), 
T4 DNA Ligase, 2X PCR buffer, Wizard MiniPreps Plasmid DNA purification and 
SV Gel Clean-up kits were from Promega (MyBio, Ireland).  
Plasmid DNA GCaMP2-pRSET B (AmpR)[52] was provided by Prof. H. Sondermann 
(Cornell University, USA). Plasmid DNA encoding ECFP in pProEx HTA (AmpR) 
[31] was provided by Prof. M. Erard (Universite Paris Sud, France). 
O2-sensitive phosphorescent probe Pt-Glc was synthesized as described before [53, 
54]. pH-Extra phosphorescent probe was from Luxcel Biosciences (Little Island, 
Cork), ‘15 µ-slide III’ 3D perfusion chamber slides were from Ibidi GmbH 
(Martinsried, Germany). GrowDex scaffolds were from UPM Biochemicals (Helsinki, 
Finland). 
Fresh plant materials (spinach leaves Spinacia oleracea, celery ‘stems’ petioles 
Apium graveolens) were purchased from local vendors (Lidl and Marks & Spencer, 
Cork, Ireland). 
Bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein assay kit was from Thermofisher (Dublin, Ireland). 
Lysozyme, Tetramethylrhodamine metyl ester (TMRM), LB broth, protease inhibitor 
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cocktail, CellLytic B and all the other reagents were from Sigma-Aldrich (Dublin, 
Ireland). 
The protein 3D structures available from Protein DataBank (rcsb.org) were viewed 
and exported using NGL software [55]: GCaMP2 Ca2+-saturated monomer (3EK4) 
[56], ECFP (2WSN)[57] and C. fimi cellulose binding domain (1EXG)[58]. 
 
2.2. Cloning of CBD-ECFP and CBD-GCaMP2. Codon-optimized sequence 
encoding N-terminal CBD-CenA fragment (Ala32-Thr137, see Supplementary Info 1), 
with introduced flanking Bam HI, Kpn I and Sma I restriction digest sites, 
commercially synthesized by Genscript (Piscataway, NJ, USA) and supplied in pUC-
57 plasmid, was subcloned in frame with the human ferritin sequence in pQE-30 
plasmid, which was subsequently deleted to produce CBDΔ(FTN) plasmid DNA, by 
digesting with Sma I and Hin dIII enzymes, followed by treatment with T4 DNA 
polymerase and self-ligation (Supplementary Info 1). ECFP and GCaMP2 coding 
sequences, synthesized by Genscript and supplied in pUC-57 plasmid, were used as 
templates for cloning of constructs encoding fusions with CBD: they were amplified 
using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (15 cycles) with plasmid DNA as template 
and primers introducing Kpn I restriction site, then cloned in CBDΔ(FTN) plasmid 
DNA, digested with Kpn I, pre-treated with Antarctic Phosphatase, ligated and 
transformed in E. coli SG13009 (Qiagen) cells. Coding sequences from resulting 
plasmids are presented in Supplementary Info 1, Table S1. CBD-fusions were 
produced with and without GTGGSGG peptide linker between CBD and fluorescent 
protein. All the produced expression constructs were verified by sequencing (GATC 
Biotech AG).   
 
2.3. Cellulose scaffolds  
Bacterial cellulose was produced by Gluconacetobacter hansenii  GH-1/2008 (VKPM 
B-10547). Inoculation material was cultured in the modified Hestrin-Schramm 
medium (g/L: sucrose – 20, peptone – 5, yeast extract – 5, Na2HPO4 – 2.7, citric acid 
monohydrate – 1.15) [59] at 30°C for 3 days on a rotary shaker. The cellulose 
production was carried out in the same medium at 26±2°C (150 rpm, 10 days). Next, 
the medium was removed and cellulose spheres were subsequently washed with 
distilled water (three times, 24 h each) and with 5% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) 
(once, 24 h). Finally, the cellulose was rinsed with distilled water and sterilized by 
immersing in 70% ethanol. Micromechanical properties were measured via a Piuma 
nanoindenter (Optics11, Netherlands) in distilled water at room temperature using a 
cantilever with spring constant 0.052 N/m and radius of curvature 9 µm; the 
indentation depth was 5 µm. Surface roughness was assessed using a 3D microscope 
HRM-330T-U3A (Huvitz, South Korea).  
Decellularization (DC) of plant tissues was performed accordingly to the method of 
Fontana et al [13] with modifications: spinach leaves (cut with 5 mm diameter 
puncher) or celery stems (petioles cut in ~1 mm thick sections) were pre-treated with 
hexane, washed with phosphate buffered saline, PBS (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM NaCl, 
10 mM Na2HPO4, 1.8 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4) and incubated consequently in 10% SDS 
(4 days), mixture of 10% sodium hypochlorite / 0.1% Triton X100 (48 h) and 
deionized water (48 h) with gentle rocking at room temp. Decellularized tissues were 
stored at 4oC for 2 weeks in the presence of sodium azide (0.05%) or were sterilized 
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by immersing in 70% ethanol and sequential washing in sterile Hanks’ Balanced Salt 
Solution (Sigma H9269) for cell-based experiments.  
For imaging on an upright microscope, GrowDex and decellularized tissues were 
embedded in Matrigel (50% scaffold: 50% Matrigel by volume) 
 
2.4. Bacterial production and purification of proteins. Labeling of scaffolds  
CBD-ECFP and CBD-GCaMP2 proteins were produced in E. coli SG13009 as 
described previously [60], with minor modifications: after reaching OD600 = 0.3-0.4, 
bacteria grown in the presence of ampicillin (100 µg/ml) and kanamycin (25 µg/ml) 
were induced with 0.25 mM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) (room 
temp., 18 h), harvested and stored as pellets at -80oC. For protein extraction, they 
were defrosted on ice and lysed in modified ‘MiniSOG’ buffer (0.2 M NaCl, 30 mM 
NaH2PO4, 2 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.3, 0.25 mg/ml lysozyme, 1X CellLytic B and 
protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma P2714)) on ice over 30 min, passed through 22 ½ G 
syringe needle (5 times) and cleared by centrifugation (14,000g, 15 min). Cleared 
lysates were purified on Ni2+-NTA resin essentially as described previously [60]. 
Purified proteins were dialyzed against phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and stored at 
4oC (2-3 weeks). For sterilization, proteins were filtered through Spin-X 0.22 µm 
centrifuge filters (Corning Costar). Purity of proteins was confirmed by SDS-PAGE 
(typical yields ~6 mg/L culture, folding rate (assessed by UV-Visible 
spectrophotometry) of ~55-70 %. 
 
2.5. Spectral, plate reader and solution-based fluorescence lifetime 
measurements  
Absorption spectra were measured on an 8453 diode array spectrophotometer 
(Agilent), fluorescence spectra were measured on LS50B (PerkinElmer) spectrometer 
in PBS, pH 7.4, as described previously [61]. Solution-based fluorescence lifetime 
measurements were carried out on Fluorolog-3 (Horiba) Spectrofluorometer at range 
of pH values using buffer solutions (adapted from [35]) based on 135 mM KCl, 2 mM 
CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 20 mM Sucrose and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 
supplemented with either 10 mM MES (pH 5.8-6), 10 mM MOPS (pH 6.4-7.2), or 10 
mM HEPES-Na (pH 7.6-8). Extracellular acidification rates (ECA) were measured on 
Victor2 TR-F microplate reader and normalized for total protein content as described 
before [62]. 
 
2.6. Cell and organoid culture 
Human colon cancer HCT116 wild-type (WT) and SCO2

-/- cells were grown in 
McCoy 5A medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serium (FBS) essentially as 
described before [63]. For microscopy, 150,000 to 300,000 cells were mixed with 
0.5% GrowDex and embedded in 50 µL Matrigel in the center of 35 mm TC Petri 
dish, grown for 2-3 days and analyzed in Phenol Red-free DMEM supplemented with 
10 mM glucose, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 2 mM l-glutamine, pH 7.4. For ECA assay, 
cells were seeded on collagen IV pre-coated 96-well plate (10,000-100,000 per well) 
and grown for 2 days before the analysis. 
Primary mouse intestinal organoids from adult C57Bl6/J mice (Harlan, UK) were 
produced essentially as described before [64, 65]. All procedures with animals were 
performed under the license issued by the Department of Health and Children 
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(Ireland) and in accordance with the Directive 2010/63/EU adopted by the European 
Parliament and the Council of the European Union. Briefly, crypts isolated from 
proximal half of small intestinal tissue were seeded in Matrigel matrix (500 crypts per 
50 µl of gel in 24-well plate) and grown in organoid Growth medium (Advanced 
DMEM F12 supplemented with 2 mM GlutaMax, 10 mM HEPES-Na, pH 7.2, 1% N2 
media supplement (Invitrogen), 2% B27 media supplement (Invitrogen), 1.25 mM N-
acetylcysteine, 100 ng/ml mouse recombinant noggin (Peprotech, USA), 1 µg/ml 
human recombinant R-spondin 1 (Peprotech, USA), 50 ng/ml mouse recombinant 
epithelial growth factor (Peprotech, USA) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin). Organoid 
culture was passaged (1:5) once a week using mechanical disruption of organoids in 
Matrigel, followed up by its depolymerization in ‘Organoid Harvesting Solution’ 
(Cultrex, USA) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Intact organoids for seeding in 
decellularized scaffolds were obtained similarly, avoiding the mechanical disruption 
stage. Seeding in decellularized celery was performed by mixing primary crypts or 
dissociated intact organoids with fresh Matrigel (200 µl total volume) and spreading 
on the surface of celery, incubation on ice (5 min), followed up by solidification at 
37˚C. Organoids were then cultured in decellularized celery with Matrigel for 3-10 
days prior to the imaging. Similarly, organoids were seeded in GrowDex using 
mixing with ice-cold Matrigel (2:1 by volume) and drop-solidified in 20 µl volume on 
standard pre-warmed 35 mm TC dishes (Sarstedt). To label the produced celery- and 
GrowDex-based scaffold cultures CBD-ECFP was added (5 µM, 18 h), followed up 
by staining with O2 probe Pt-Glc (2 µM, 90 min). Measurements were performed in 
Phenol Red-free DMEM supplemented with 10 mM glucose, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 
2 mM GlutaMax, pH 7.4. 
 
2.7. Microscopy 
Optimization of staining with CBD-tagged proteins, stability and assessment of cell 
growth were performed on Axiovert 200 inverted fluorescence PLIM microscope [62] 
equipped with T/O2 control (T=37oC) and LED excitation sources (390, 470 and 590 
nm). CBD-tagged proteins were excited using 470 nm LED with emission collected at 
510-560 nm, using 10x/0.3 or oil-immersion 40x/1.3 Plan Neofluar objectives. 
Hoechst 33342-stained cells were excited using 390 nm LED with emission collected 
with DAPI filter. 
FLIM was performed on Axio Examiner Z1 upright laser-scanning FLIM-PLIM 
microscope [63] equipped with 5x/0.25 Fluar, 20x/1.0 W-Plan and 63x/1.0 W-Plan 
Apochromat dipping objectives, integrated T and Z-axis controls, DCS-120 confocal 
TCSPC scanner, photon counting detectors and SPCImage software (Becker & Hickl 
GmbH). Pt-Glc and TMRM probes were excited using 405 nm BDL-SMNI pulsed 
diode laser with emission collected at 635-675 nm (Pt-Glc) or at 565-605 nm 
(TMRM). CBD-GCaMP2 was excited using 488 nm BDL-SMNI pulsed diode laser 
(emission collected at 512-536 nm), CBD-ECFP was excited using 447 nm BDL-
SMT pulsed diode laser (emission collected at 512-536 nm). pH calibration of 
fluorescence lifetimes of CBD-ECFP was carried out with GrowDex-stained scaffolds 
in buffer solutions based on 135 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 20 mM 
Sucrose and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) adapted from [35] and supplemented with 
either 10 mM MES (pH 5.8-6), 10 mM MOPS (pH 6.4-7.2), or 10 mM HEPES (pH 
7.6-8). Cell stimulations were carried out in Phenol Red-free DMEM as above, using 
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1 µM Carbonyl cyanide-4-(trifluoromethoxy)phenylhydrazone (FCCP) and 10 µM 
oligomycin or with equal amounts of DMSO (mock). 
 
2.8. Data assessment  
Plate reader data represent averaged values with standard deviation shown as error 
bars, as described previously [62]. Fluorescence intensity images exported from 
widefield (ImSpectror Pro software, LaVision) or TCSPC-FLIM (SPCImage 
software, Becker & Hickl) microscopes were used as is, or (where indicated) 
additionally processed for deconvolution (‘express deconvolution’ option) and 
assembled as 3D stacks in SVI Huygens Pro 17.0 software (Scientific Volume 
Imaging BV, Netherlands). For quantification of scaffold staining efficiency, stability 
and cell growth the fluorescence intensity images were analyzed in ImageJ software 
(Fiji.sc). Cell nuclei stained with Hoechst 33342 were counted in ImageJ software 
using 3D object counter plugin. 
 
For pH calibration, the fluorescence lifetime distribution histograms (produced in 
SPCImage with optimised fitting function, three independent replicates per each pH 
point) were exported in Origin 6.0 software (Microcal Inc., USA), fit with Cauchy-
Lorentz distribution function to identify mean values and fitted for corresponding pH 
values using Sigmoid function in Origin 6.0. The following relationship was obtained 
for CBD-ECFP (447 nm exc.):  
𝜏 = !"##

!!!!!.!"∗ !"!!.!"
     (1.1), where τ is in ps.  

For conversion of measured fluorescence lifetime values in pH, a simplified 
polynomial relationship was used: 
𝑝𝐻 = 16.48− 0.0141 ∗ 𝜏 + 4.56 ∗ 10!! ∗ 𝜏!  (1.2), where τ is in ps.  
O2 calibration equation for Pt-Glc in intestinal organoids was used as described before 
[65]. Fluorescence lifetime data were routinely processed in Excel 2007 (Microsoft) 
software and combined in Adobe Illustrator CS2 (Adobe). 
 
2.9. Statistical methods 
The microscopy experiments were performed in triplicate with the data presented as 
mean values from 8-9 independently chosen regions of interest (ROI) and where 
appropriate were tested for statistical significance using independent t-test. The 
fluorescence lifetime decays were fit directly in SPCImage software (Becker & Hickl) 
using tail-enhanced mono-exponential or double-exponential fitting functions to 
achieve χ2 < 1.5. Fitted fluorescence and phosphorescence lifetime data from selected 
ROIs (pixel matrices with N > 200 for Fig. 4G and N >90 data points for Figure 5G) 
were tested for statistical significance (independent t-test for two populations, with 
significance levels p<0.05 considered to be significant).  
 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 
3.1. Design and choice of the proteins  
In order to design the efficient cellulose-binding biosensor, we selected Cellulomonas 
fimi CenA fragment Ala32-Thr137 (further referred as ‘cellulose-binding domain’, 
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CBD), which has relatively small size (113 a.a., 11.5 kD), high solubility and 
expression yields and folding in bacteria [50, 51, 66]. Literature search identified a 
number of prospective FLIM protein-based bionsensors, which can be attached C-
terminally to the CBD. Thus, for pH we chose ECFP, which possess strong pH-
sensitivity of fluorescence lifetime (excited by blue light and emitting in blue-green) 
and previously demonstrated in intracellular pH-FLIM [31]. For Ca2+ biosensor we 
used GCaMP2 protein showing structural changes upon binding Ca2+, which can 
potentially affect its fluorescence lifetime [67, 68]. It is also compatible with green 
laser light (488 nm), which is convenient for tissue culture-based measurements. The 
biosensor proteins were initially cloned without linker, to produce C-terminal fusion 
with CBD. However we found that incorporation of short Gly-rich linker 
GlyThrGlyGlySerGlyGly significantly improved the folding rate of produced proteins 
(Experimental procedures 2.2, Fig. 1). For simplicity, Gly-linker containing proteins 
are further referred as CBD-ECFP and CBD-GCaMP2. The designed proteins are 
schematically shown in Fig. 1A, based on their available high-resolution 3D 
structures (Experimental procedures, section 2.1).  
Using metal chelate affinity chromatography, we efficiently purified produced 
proteins, without noticeable non-specific binding of CBD to the Ni2+-NTA agarose 
beads (proteins were eluted using imidazole). Purified proteins (Fig. 1) showed yields 
of ~6 mg/ L culture, with folding rates of 55-70% (assessed by UV-Visible 
spectroscopy). Both CBD-ECFP and CBD-GCaMP2 demonstrated sensing properties 
in solution, in fluorescence intensity mode (Fig. 1 C, E): approximately twofold 
response of intensity was noted for pH probe and ~1.25 fold for Ca2+ probe 
(aggregation was noted with higher concentrations of Ca2+). This is very comparable 
to the untagged proteins, suggesting minimal or no negative effects of fusion with 
CBD. We also measured fluorescence lifetimes in solution for ECFP and CBD-ECFP 
(Fig. S1), observing magnitude of response from 1.9 ns (pH 6) to 2.3 ns (pH 8), in 
agreement with the literature data [31]. 
Thus, we successfully produced recombinant CBD-tagged fusions of pH- and Ca2+ -
sensitive fluorescent proteins, which demonstrated expected bright fluorescence in 
solution. 
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Figure 1. Design and evaluation of CBD-tagged biosensors. A: Schematic representation 
of designed proteins. N-terminal 6xHis sequences are shown in black, Gly-rich linker regions 
are shown in yellow. Note that GCaMP2 is shown in Ca2+-saturated form. B: SDS-PAGE 
analysis of purified CBD-ECFP without Gly-linker (1), with Gly-linker (2) and ECFP (3). C: 
Normalized fluorescence spectra of purified CBD-ECFP and ECFP in solution at different 
pH. D: SDS-PAGE analysis of purified CBD-GCaMP2 without Gly-linker (1), with Gly-
linker (2) and GCaMP2 (3). E: Normalized fluorescence spectra of purified CBD-GCaMP2 in 
Ca2+ -free form and after adding 1 mM CaCl2. 
 
3.2. Staining of cellulose-based materials and their sensing properties  
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To study the interaction of purified CBD-ECFP and CBD-GCaMP2 biosensors with 
cellulose we chose a number of different matrices. First, we used commercially 
available nanofibrillar cellulose known as GrowDex. When we simply incubated 
purified CBD-ECFP with this matrix (15 min, room temp., one wash step), we 
observed efficient staining, well distinguishable from background signals at 
concentrations > 2 µM (0.5% GrowDex) (Fig. 2A). Optical sectioning using confocal 
microscopy confirmed efficient three-dimensional in-depth staining of GrowDex with 
CBD-ECFP (Fig. 2B). Staining of GrowDex was concentration-dependent and 
reached saturation at ~ 10 µM concentration (Fig. 2C). We found that CBD-ECFP 
staining of GrowDex was stable, decreasing its fluorescence after 10 days of storage 
in solution at 4oC only by 20% (Fig. 2D). In contrast, we did not see the significant 
degree of GrowDex staining with untagged ECFP, as observed from background 
signals (Fig. S2). Similar data were observed with CBD-GCaMP2, which possessed 
comparable kinetics of staining and storage stability (Figs. S2-S3).  
Next, we tested a number of different cellulose-based scaffolds suitable for 3D cell 
culture: bacterial cellulose and decellularized materials (DC) produced from plants. 
The bacterial cellulose samples produced using conventional method [59] (Fig. S4) 
were cut in small pieces (~2x5 mm) for the experiments. Bacterial cellulose also 
showed similar staining efficacy with CBD-ECFP as the GrowDex (Fig. 2D) although 
it provided lower quality images on a widefield fluorescence microscope. 3D 
reconstruction of stained bacterial cellulose showed highest brightness for the 
periphery / surface regions of ~ 20-30 µm depth (Fig. 2E). This can be explained by 
the limited light penetration due to more solid and less transparent nature of this 
material, especially with blue-green emitting ECFP protein. 
The decellularized (DC) materials were recently proposed as an alternative scaffold 
material, sourced from widely available plants already having good porosity and well-
developed vascular system. We tested two different plant-based materials, produced 
from spinach leaf and celery stems. Using fluorescence microscopy, we controlled the 
decellularization process (Fig. S5, 2G): it was evident that after decellularization 
procedure, plant materials became optically clear and non-fluorescent in blue-green 
spectral channels and retained their 3D architecture. The incubation with CBD-ECFP 
(12-16 h) in phosphate buffered saline, pH 7.4 (PBS) or culture medium allowed 
efficient and specific staining, especially in case of celery stems having high porosity 
(Fig. S5-S6). Somewhat slower staining procedure than with GrowDex and bacterial 
cellulose can be explained by a more limited diffusion of proteins and biomolecules 
within these matrices. Overall, both spinach and celery DC materials labeled with 
CBD-ECFP remained stable upon 7-14 days ensuring their suitability for biosensing 
applications.  
Thus, we observed efficient staining of various cellulose-based scaffold materials 
with CBD-ECFP and CBD-GCaMP2 biosensors. With GrowDex and DC celery we 
achieved the highest staining efficacy and specificity. This can be explained by patch-
like structure of GrowDex (i.e. scaffold represents floating agglomerates of 
nanofibrillar cellulose) and high porosity of DC celery stems. Both of these materials 
are attractive for cell-based applications. 
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Figure 2. Staining of cellulose scaffolds with CBD-ECFP. A: transmission light (TL) and 
fluorescence (470 nm exc., 510-650 nm em.) microscopy images of GrowDex stained with 
CBD-ECFP (5 µM, 15 min). B: 3D reconstructions (45 µm Z stack) of CBD-ECFP-stained 
GrowDex scaffold (447 nm exc., 512-536 nm em.). Inserts show the scale and the top section. 
C: Dependence of the GrowDex fluorescence from CBD-ECFP staining concentration (15 
min staining time), measured by fluorescence microscopy The data were normalized to the 
maximal background-corrected fluorescence signals. D: Stability of CBD-ECFP-stained 
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GrowDex scaffold fluorescence measured by microscopy of the sample (stained with 10 µM, 
15 min) over 10 days. The data were normalized to the initial background-corrected 
fluorescence. E: transmission light (TL) and fluorescence microscopy images of bacterial 
cellulose stained with CBD-ECFP (5 µM, 15 min).  F: 3D reconstructions (45 µm Z stack) of 
CBD-ECFP-stained bacterial cellulose. G: transmission light and fluorescence microscopy 
images of DC spinach and celery tissues stained with CBD-ECFP (5 µM, 16 h). Scale bar is 
in µm. 
 
Using GrowDex scaffold stained with CBD-ECFP, we performed FLIM experiments 
in buffer solutions with different pH. We routinely used ‘traditional’ for calibration of 
intracellular pH sensors KCl-containing buffer (Experimental procedures, section 
2.5), since the buffer with NaCl showed no effect on ECFP fluorescence (not shown). 
The fluorescence decays of ECFP fitted using double-exponential function showed 
pH-sensitive changes, evident by analysis of distribution histograms or FLIM images 
in color-coded scale (Fig. 3A-C). By exposing CBD-ECFP scaffolds to pH across the 
physiological range we performed the calibration. As expected, ECFP demonstrated 
pKa values close to the literature data (~4.9), which are acidic but still useful for 
cellular pH measurements [31]. In agreement with this, calibration demonstrated 
highest sensitivity of the protein in range of pH 5.5-7, although significant changes 
were observed only for range of pH 6-7 (Fig. 3D). Thus, CBD-ECFP protein can be 
potentially used for quantitative FLIM-based pH sensing although it does not possess 
ideal sensitivity.   
Similarly, we evaluated CBD-GCaMP2 protein as FLIM biosensor. GCaMP2 and its 
modifications were successfully used in in vivo intensity-based measurements [56] 
and we wondered if this protein can show changes in fluorescence lifetime. We 
exposed the matrix to various concentrations of Ca2+ but did not observe meaningful 
responses in fluorescence lifetime over 0-5 mM concentrations (Fig. 3E) Thus, in our 
hands GCaMP2 did not show sensitivity to Ca2+ in fluorescence lifetime readout.  
Collectively, both designed fluorescent proteins demonstrated strong ability to label 
cellulose scaffolds and are potentially useful as biosensing reagents. However, only 
CBD-ECFP displayed plausible pH-sensing properties in FLIM, beneficial for 
analysis of highly glycolytic cells and tissues, which can acidify the extracellular 
environment. This data also shows that potentially any other prospective biosensor 
can be cloned as a fusion with CBD tag to produce the biosensor cellulose matrices. 
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Figure 3. Evaluation of CBD-tagged biosensing scaffolds in FLIM. A: Example of 
fluorescence decay of CBD-ECFP bound GrowDex matrix (exc. 447 nm, em. 512-536 nm, 
pH 5.8). B: Fluorescence lifetime distributions (normalized by area) for CBD-ECFP 
GrowDex matrix exposed to different pH (37 oC). C: Fluorescence lifetime images for CBD-
ECFP GrowDex matrix at different pH. Scale bar is in µm. D: pH FLIM calibration of CBD-
ECFP. N=3. E: Fluorescence lifetime distributions for CBD-GCaMP2 labeled GrowDex at 
different CaCl2 concentrations (exc. 488 nm, em. 512-536 nm). 
 
3.3. Monitoring extracellular acidification in 3D culture of cancer cells 
CBD-ECFP-stained cellulose scaffolds displayed no changes in structure (Fig. S5) 
and were subsequently tested for the ability to support cell growth. With stained and 
unstained GrowDex matrices and the culture of human colon cancer HCT116 cells we 
observed comparable cell growth over 3-7 days period in a Growdex matrix (Figure 
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S7). Interestingly, cells tended to form spheroid aggregates starting from day 2-3 and 
drastically reduced the numbers of single cells by day 7 (Figure S7). 
In order to minimize shaking and vibration of scaffolds during the imaging procedure, 
we additionally embedded them in collagen-rich Matrigel matrix. Note that in 
addition to supporting function, Matrigel promotes growth and survival of cancer cell 
aggregates. Similar numbers and efficient 3D distribution of small cell aggregates 
(stained with the marker of mitochondria, TMRM) were evident (Fig. 4A-B). 
Notably, the CBD-ECFP-labeled GrowDex was distributed in patches across the 
volume of Matrigel matrix, which did not show any non-specific staining. We also 
tested bacterial cellulose and found that the cells grew within this matrix with 
significantly lower efficiency, probably due to lower porosity of produced matrices 
(not shown).  
Next, we evaluated how the HCT116 cells (wild-type and oxidative phosphorylation-
deficient knock-out cell line SCO2

-/-)[69] can be studied by CBD-ECFP scaffolds in 
FLIM method. Fig. 4C shows examples of intensity images of cells (labeled with 
TMRM) and green fluorescent scaffold (intensity) as well as combined with FLIM 
images, produced from CBD-ECFP-labeled scaffold. Such co-localization allows 
identifying regions of cell culture, which are in contact with the scaffold. When we 
compared the average fluorescence lifetimes observed with wild-type and SCO2

-/- 
cultures, we found very similar pH values of 7.6-8, demonstrating no acidification of 
medium surrounding them (Fig. 4D). However, when we treated SCO2

-/- culture with 
mitochondrial uncoupler FCCP, we detected minor decrease of extracellular pH on 
distribution histograms, not seen with mock treatment (DMSO, Fig. 4EF). Despite the 
high variability and low sensitivity of ECFP protein in this pH range, we were able to 
identify statistically significant decrease in fluorescence lifetimes and pH for FCCP-
treated samples (Fig. 4G). Since we had moderate density of cell population in 
produced scaffolds and the cell numbers per measured areas were variable, we could 
not see the higher magnitude of responses in extracellular acidification. Indeed, when 
we seeded HCT116 cells on a microplate at higher densities (10,000-100,000 cells per 
0.32 cm2 area) and measured their extracellular acidification we found drastic cell 
density-dependent changes, with much lower variability (Fig. S8). This shows that the 
sensitivity of single cell-based microscopy measurements can be improved with 
higher cell densities or larger size of aggregates. 
Collectively, we demonstrated that CBD-ECFP-modified GrowDex scaffolds are 
compatible with cancer cell growth and subsequent analysis with FLIM method. 
While our microscope configuration did not allow for use of multiple fluorescent 
stains, it is clear that pH-FLIM performed for analysis of extracellular acidification 
can be multiplexed with other dyes, cell stains or even antibodies. We were not able 
to produce high cell densities in bacterial cellulose scaffold but GrowDex matrix 
allowed for efficient formation of small cell aggregates with no visible negative 
effects on cell growth.  
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Figure 4. Sensing extracellular pH in CBD-ECFP GrowDex scaffolds populated with 
HCT116 cells. A, B: 3D reconstructions (76 µm thick Z stacks) of GrowDex scaffolds 
embedded in Matrigel, without and with staining with CBD-ECFP protein (green) and with 
growing HCT116 cells (red). C: Example of optical section with HCT116 SCO2

-/- cells 
growing within CBD-ECFP scaffold and showing co-localization in intensity images (green, 
red) and FLIM images (color scale, grayscale). D: Fluorescence lifetime distribution 
histograms (normalized by height) for resting wild-type and SCO2

-/- HCT116 cells. N=4. 
Scale bar is in µm. E, F, G: measured fluorescence lifetime distribution histograms for SCO2

-/- 
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cells treated with DMSO and FCCP (E,F) and average pH values calculated during these 
stimulations. Statistically significant differences between means are indicated. N=3. 
 
3.4. Plant-derived pH-sensitive scaffolds for multiplexed FLIM-PLIM 
microscopy of intestinal organoids  
Recently introduced decellularized (DC) plant materials hold promise for advanced 
tissue engineering applications: they are cost-effective, widely available, come in 
variety of 3D architectures and are compatible with production of vascularized tissue 
constructs. 
We thus evaluated in-house produced pH-sensitive DC spinach and celery scaffolds 
for 3D culture (section 3.2, Fig. S5-S6). We chose DC celery stems as they have high 
porosity and efficiency of specific staining with CBD-ECFP, probably due to more 
efficient mass exchange processes than in DC spinach (Fig. S5). The large vessels in 
DC celery stem can be also beneficial for uniform size distribution of cell aggregates. 
To test the feasibility of DC celery scaffolds modified with CBD-ECFP, we chose 
mouse intestinal organoids, produced from adult stem cells [53], for which we 
previously studied oxidative metabolism [65]. In order to grow organoids in the 
presence of native extracellular matrix, we seeded small intestinal crypts in DC celery 
together with Matrigel and grown them for 3-10 days. Prior to the measurements, 
organoids and DC celery scaffold were stained with CBD-ECFP and high-
performance phosphorescent O2-sensitive probe Pt-Glc [54]. 
With this setup we observed growth of organoids and efficient staining with pH and 
O2 sensing materials, thus allowing combined FLIM and PLIM measurements. Fig. 
5A shows examples of organoids (stained with red Pt-Glc probe) grown in DC celery 
scaffold (green fluorescence). Interestingly, using FLIM method and by simple 
separation of the fluorescence lifetimes, we could also distinguish the scaffold from 
the unstained organoid autofluorescence (indicated by yellow dashed line, Fig. 5B). 
Having both scaffold and organoids labeled with biosensors, we performed FLIM (to 
measure pH of scaffold material) combined with PLIM (to measure oxygenation of 
organoids), as shown with resting organoid in Fig. 5C. The strong autofluorescence of 
lumen shows different lifetimes in both PLIM (blue regions < 10 µs) and FLIM 
(green-orange regions >2 ns) images. Since the autofluorescence lifetime can 
potentially overlap with range of fluorescence lifetimes of CBD-ECFP, the images 
have to be analyzed for spatial localization of the objects, e.g. by using segmentation. 
When measured in the same sample, both Pt-Glc (PLIM) and CBD-ECFP, showed 
expected phosphorescence and fluorescence decay times and their distributions (Fig. 
5DE).  
Next, we tested how the combination of O2 imaging using PLIM and pH imaging 
using FLIM can be used for studying dynamics of live organoid oxygenation and 
extracellular acidification, respectively. Fig. 5F shows example of superimposed 
images of organoid within the scaffold cavity as well as the separate FLIM and PLIM 
images. For the indicated region of contact between organoid and scaffold, we 
analyzed dynamics of pH and O2 at rest and upon stimulations with mock (DMSO) 
and FCCP (Fig. 5G). We found that at rest the organoid already displayed strong 
deoxygenation (20-25 µM instead of 40-80 µM observed for conventional Matrigel 
culture [65]) and low extracellular pH (pH 6-6.2), presumably due to its high 
metabolic activity and static growth conditions. After stimulation we observed even 
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further decrease of pH, due to uncoupling of mitochondria with FCCP but no further 
specific decrease in oxygenation, possibly due to already hypoxic state of the 
organoid. This data confirms that organoids grown in DC celery scaffold remain 
viable and metabolically active. In addition, CBD-ECFP-labeled scaffolds can be 
efficiently used for combined monitoring of extracellular pH and cellular O2 with 
organoid and potentially related 3D models.  
 
 

 
Figure 5. Sensing extracellular pH of intestinal organoids using CBD-ECFP in plant-
derived scaffold model. A: examples of the intestinal organoids grown in scaffold stained 
with Pt-Glc (2 µM, 1 h, red, organoids) and CBD-ECFP (5 µM, 16 h, green, scaffold). B: 
examples of FLIM images of CBD-ECFP-stained DC celery with organoids (indicated by 
yellow dashed line). C: FLIM and PLIM images for the same organoid grown in vicinity of 
scaffold. D, E: characteristic luminescence lifetime decay fits (D) and distribution histograms 
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for PLIM and FLIM images shown in C. F: Combined intensity, FLIM (CBD-ECFP) and 
PLIM (Pt-Glc) images for selected organoid at rest. G: analysis of mean pH for selected 
regions of interest (F, selected regions are indicated by red dashed line) at rest and upon 
stimulation with 2 µM FCCP. N=3. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences. 
Scale bar is 100 µm. 
 
4. Conclusions 
Here, we demonstrated design of biosensing scaffold-based materials for 3D cell 
culture, using genetic fusion of cellulose-binding domain with fluorescent protein. 
The variety and growing list of cellulose-based scaffold matrices especially produced 
by bio-printing or by direct decellularization of plants, provides a scope for the use of 
cellulose-binding domain (or related cellulose-binding polypeptides) in generating 
hybrid biosensing or other functional (e.g. photoactivated FRET biosensors) 
recombinant fluorescent protein-based materials. Two features make the described 
materials a perfect choice for designing similar and advanced sensors: (1) high 
specificity and broad variety of CBD and other carbohydrate-binding module 
sequences, and (2) growing toolbox of fluorescent proteins suitable for FLIM 
applications.  
We found that fusing with CBD does not affect the fluorescence or biosensing 
properties of tested fluorescent proteins, ECFP and GCaMP2. Although GCaMP2 did 
not show sensing properties in fluorescence lifetime domain, a number of alternative 
biosensors can be considered, e.g. TN-XL or other proteins [37-39]. The performance 
of pH FLIM can be also significantly improved, e.g. by using superfolder YFP [10] or 
some newly developed proteins. While potentially the measurements of pH and Ca2+ 

can be performed in the intensity domain (using calculation of F/F0), the fluorescence 
lifetime-based sensing is more robust with potential of ‘once-off’ calibration [27].  
In contrast to the small molecule pH-sensitive dyes, which can be coupled covalently 
to the cellulose and related scaffolds, recombinant proteins promise higher bio-
compatibility, brightness, flexibility and potential for tuning of the number of bound 
proteins to the scaffold, e.g. by using CBD with various affinities towards the 
cellulose. 
We successfully evaluated the pH-sensitive CBD-ECFP-labeled scaffolds, based on 
commercially available nanofibrillar cellulose (GrowDex) and decellularized plant 
materials (DC celery), with two different types of 3D tissue models: aggregates of 
human colon cancer cells HCT116 and adult stem cell-derived organoids. With both 
models we were able to detect pH-sensitive responses and no negative effects of the 
labeling of scaffold on the tissue viability or physiological status. Use of FLIM 
promises multiplexing options of CBD-ECFP-based pH sensing with a number of 
dyes and labels in intensity (e.g. with TMRM and related red mitochondrial stains) 
and with µs-time domain (PLIM), for measuring oxygenation in a real-time. Thus, 
designed materials already allow for dual ‘extracellular pH plus intracellular O2’ 
assays in 3D culture. They can be beneficial for assessing mitochondrial function, 
glycolysis, redox status and overall balance of energy production mechanisms, which 
can change during cell proliferation and differentiation or upon drug treatment, in 
stem and cancer cell cultures. Altogether, described approach opens new direction in 
design of bio-inspired sensing materials for quantitative microscopy of 3D cell 
models and organoids.  
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